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to remove those colons and import file into my SQL server database). The input is batch file. Can anyone give me a hint how to do it? Thank you A: I'm not sure how this would work in the context of a batch file, but this
can be done using sed: sed '1,5d' infile >outfile This will edit the first five lines of infile and place that output in outfile. If the lines have colons in them, then you could do the following: sed '1,5d' infile | while read ln do [
-n "$ln" ] && ln="${ln//:/}" || ln="$ln" sed '1,5d' infile | grep "$ln" | sed's/:/ /g' >>outfile done If you don't want to remove the : in the output file, you could use the parameter substitution instead: sed '1,5d' infile | while
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for the callback and return an array? If so what is the best way to approach this. I want to be able to pass in an array of objects. This needs to be maintained on the server side. Thanks function foo(array) { return
MyService.getData(array
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2003 Full Crackl.Q: Using Multipartite disjoint sets as rows I have a csv file with 100k rows, containing 7 fixed columns each. Each row (i.e. each line in the file) represents one of seven groups. Each group contains
between 100 and 1000 lines. What I'm trying to do is to count the number of lines which contain columns A-B and A-G, as they represent the same group. I'm not able to come up with an equation though. The problem is

that each line belongs to one group, and not each group to a certain line. I thought of creating a hash from the binary representation of the seven letters (1 = A, 0 = B,...) and then finding the intersection between the
different hashes for each row, so that I would get a smaller hash and I could then count the number of 0s. I'd then discard the row if the hash for any one of the seven letters is not 0. However, this sounds impractical,

because I'd have to generate a lot of intermediate hashes, and then still need to find the intersection between all of them. My last idea was to just concatenate all the lines and sort them, then look at the first 100. If the
first 100
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